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ABSTRACT
The buck converter is commonly utilized in various low power applications because
of maintaining high efficiency at universal input voltage and many other advantages.
On the other hand, when the on-time is constant, the conduction and switching losses
are more because the rms and peak value of the inductor current is more. So, the
efficiency is low. For improving efficiency, a variable on-time control (VOTC) strategy
has been proposed for buck-buck/boost topology with simple structure, minimum
losses and less component cost. For verifying the validity of proposed technique, the
simulation results are carried out by using saber simulator.

KEYWORDS
Variable on-time control (VOTC), Constant on-time control (COTC), Critical
conduction mode (CRM), Buck/boost converter, Buck converter.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Power electronic technology is used in various types of modern equipment’s which
has made our life easier, simpler and luxurious. However, this technology is based on
semiconductor devices, due to which the shape of average input current is distorted.
The distorted current has various drawbacks such as voltage distortion, increased
power loss and noise etc. So the industries have built various standards such as
IEC61000-3-2 limit and IEEE 519 (International Electrotechnical Commission,
2014; Langella, Testa, & Alii, 2014). Therefore, various types of power factor
correction (PFC) converters are put forward in the literature to improve the shape
of distorted current (García, Cobos, Prieto, Alou, & Uceda, 2003; Singh, Singh,
Chandra, & Al-Haddad, 2011) and the buck converter is one of them. Its advantages
include protection against short circuit, high efficiency at universal input voltage, low
output voltage, and less voltage stress on the switch. However, its input power factor
(PF) is low due to dead zone in the average input current. Integrating buck converter
with buck/boost converters can solve the dead zone problem and enhance its PF. On
the other hand, when the on-time is constant, the conduction and switching losses
are more because the rms and peak value of the inductor current is more. So, the
efficiency is low. Thus, it is necessary for the integrated buck-buck/boost converter
to propose the technique which can attain high efficiency with simple structure and
minimum losses.
For modifying the performance of traditional buck converter, various researches
have proposed various control strategies and topologies.
Spiazzi and Buso (2000) have proposed a new solution for eliminating the dead zone
in the buck converter. It has proposed flyback converter to work with buck converter
during dead zone period. Alonso, Dalla Costa, and Ordiz (2008) have implemented
integrated buck-flyback converter (IBFC) for low cost, high PF and fast output voltage
regulations. Dalla Costa, Alonso, Miranda, García, and Lamar (2008) have presented
IBFC for single-stage electronic ballast with high PF. Gacio, Alonso, Calleja, Garcia,
and Rico-Secades (2011) have presented offline IBFC for high brightness light
emitting diode (HB-LED) to cover the application of LED in street light. Xie, Zhao,
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Lu, and Liu (2013) have put forward a new topology which combines buck and
flyback converter to eliminate the dead zone. Zhang, Zhao, Zhao, and Wu (2017)
have proposed a topology which combines buck converter with flyback converter.
Yao et al. (2017) have proposed an injecting third harmonic method to realize high
PF. Memon, Yao, Chen, Guo, and Hu (2017) have put forward a control scheme
is put forward to improve input PF. Memon et al., (2019) have introduced flyback
converter to work with buck converter for boundary conduction mode (BCM) buck
converter to enhance PF. Memon et al., (2019) have introduced buck/boost converter
to work with buck converter for BCM buck converter to enhance PF. Memon et al.,
(2019) have proposed control technique to improve input PF of integrated buckflyback converter.
In this paper, a variable on-time control (VOTC) strategy is introduced for critical
conduction mode (CRM) buck-buck/boost converter to attain high efficiency with
simple structure, minimum losses and minimum component cost. It requires one
bridge rectifier (BR) and for passing the low frequency current to reduce losses, EMI
filter is located after BR.
The analysis of the operating principle of buck converter is discussed with traditional
control (COTC) scheme in Section 2. The VOTC is put forward in Section 3 to attain
efficiency. In Section 4, power loss analysis is given. Section 5 deals with simulation
results and the conclusion are given in Section 6.

2. OPERATION ANALYSIS OF CRM BUCK-BUCK/BOOST
PFC CONVERTER
Figure 1 illustrates the schematic diagram of buck-buck/boost converter. The major
components in the power circuit are: Bridge rectifier (BR); an inductor (L); a buck
switch (Qb); a buck/boost switch (Qb/b), a freewheeling diode (Dfw), an output capacitor
(Co), etc.
The operating time period between buck and buck/boost converter depends on the
boundary voltage, whose value is little more as compared to output voltage (Vo). The
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converter operates in buck/boost mode as the input voltage (vin) is lower than Vo and
in buck mode for opposite condition (i-e vin>Vboundary). Thus, the operating principle of
the converter can be divided into two cases.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a CRM buck-buck/boost PFC converter.

The instantaneous and rectified input voltage during half line cycle can be given as:
(1)
Whereas Vm represent the input voltage amplitude, θ represent the input voltage
angular frequency.
The converter is operating in buck mode when vin>Vboundary. The buck/boost switch
(Qb/b) remain closed while buck switch (Qb) keeps switching.
The maximum value of the inductor current and the average value of input current
when the buck switch is conducting is respectively given as:
(2)
(3)
The converter is operating in buck/boost mode when vin<Vboundary. The buck/boost
switch (Qb/b) keeps switching, while buck switch (Qb) remains closed.
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Same as (2-3), the peak value of primary inductor and the average value of input
current when Qb/b is switching is expressed respectively as:
(4)
(5)
By combining (3) and (5), the input current of the converter with traditional control
is expressed as:

(6)

The conducting angle of Qb and Qb/b respectively given as:
(7)
(8)
Where θ0 is the boundary angle between buck and buck/boost converter and is equal
to arcsin Vboundary/Vm.
The average input power can be calculated from (1) and (6) as:
(9)
From (9), ton can be determined by assuming the efficiency to be 100% as:
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(10)

3. PROPOSED CONTROL SCHEME TO ATTAIN HIGH
EFFICIENCY
For high efficiency and power balance, the input current must be:

(11)
By combining (6) and (11), we can get required on-time of both switches as:
(12(a))

(12(b))
The input power with put forward control scheme is given as:
(13)
The value of uon is got as by assuming efficiency to be 100%
(14)

4. POWER LOSS ANALYSIS
The rms current of the on time period, i.e., the rms current of switch Qb and Qb/b
can be got as:
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(15(a))

(15(b))
The rms current of the off time period can be determined as:
(15(c))

(15(d))
Where:

(16)

While Qb and Qb/b is on and off, the current flows through the winding of the inductor,
whose rms current is:
(17(a))
(17(b))

4.1. BRIDGE RECTIFIER LOSS
Bridge rectifier loss can be calculated by using below formula:
(18(a))
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(18(b))
KBL10 is adopted as the rectifier bridge, whose forward voltage drop VFD is 0.9 V.
The input current with traditional and proposed control scheme is given as:

(19(a))

(19(b))

4.2. CONDUCTION LOSSES OF THE SWITCHES
The losses due to conduction of switches can be got as:
(20(a))
(20(b))
RDS(On) for the switch 20N60C3 is 0.19 Ω and the value is found from datasheet.

4.3. TURN OFF LOSSES OF THE SWITCHES
The turn off losses of buck and buck/boost switch with traditional and proposed
control scheme can be determined as:

(21(a))
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(21(b))

The value of turn off fall time can be got from the datasheet which is 12ns for CMOS
20N60C.
The peak value of inductor current with both control scheme is given as:

(22(a))

(22(b))

The switching frequency in case of both control schemes can be found as:

(23(a))

(23(b))
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The value of switching frequency is got as:

(24(a))

(24(b))

4.4. COPPER LOSS OF THE INDUCTOR
The inductor’s copper loss with traditional and proposed control scheme is given as:
(25(a))
(25(b))
The equivalent resistance of the copper wire is 0.156Ω.

4.5. CORE LOSS OF THE INDUCTOR
The inductor’s core loss with traditional and proposed control scheme is calculated
as:
(26(a))
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(26(b))

(26(c))

(26(d))

4.6. CONDUCTION LOSS OF THE FREEWHEELING DIODE
The conduction loss caused by freewheeling diode is given as:
(27(a))
(27(b))
The forward voltage drop for freewheeling diode MUR 1560 is 0.67.

4.7. THE THEORETICAL EFFICIENCY
The theoretical efficiency in case traditional and proposed control scheme can be
calculated by using below formula:

(28(a))
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(28(b))
Based on above analysis and parameter of the converter, loss distribution at
90VAC, 220VAC and theoretical efficiency is illustrated in Figure 2-4 respectively.
It can be observed that by using proposed control scheme, the overall losses of the
converter are reduced, and the efficiency is increased
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Figure 2. Loss distributions at 90VAC.
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Figure 3. Loss distributions at 220VAC.
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Figure 4. Efficiency at universal input voltage.

5. SIMULATION VERIFICATION
For verifying the effectiveness of proposed strategy, simulations are carried out. The
input voltage range is 90-264VAC, and the output is 80V. For ensuring the current to
be in CRM, L6561 IC is used. All the components in the circuit are selected as idea.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the simulation waveforms of vin and iin of the converter
with traditional and proposed control scheme at 220VAC inputs, respectively. It can
be observed that the input current with proposed control scheme is less in magnitude
as compared to current with traditional control strategy. So the overall conduction
losses will be less in case of VOTC as compared to COTC.
Figure 7 shows the switches’ gate drive signals of the converter, from which in both
types of control schemes, the converter operates either in buck mode or in buck/
boost mode depending on the boundary voltage between them

Figure 5. vin& iin with traditional control.
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Figure 6. vin&iin with proposed control.

Vboundary
vin

vd_buck

vd_buck/boost
Figure 7. Switches’ gate drive signals.

6. CONCLUSION
When the on-time is constant for buck-buck/boost converter, the conduction and
switching losses are more because the rms and peak value of the inductor current
is more. So, the efficiency is low. Thus, in this paper a control scheme is proposed
to attain high efficiency with simple structure, minimum losses and minimum
component cost. Simulation results are presented for the verification of the analysis.
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